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PREFACE

The purpose of this work is to set forth a clear 
picture of a. great economist and his theory of wel= 
fare* He'opined that through conscious effort, a 
state of social well-being could be obtained0 Careful 
planning was to be the means by which he hoped to ; 
attain this goal, not by the automatic operations of a 
Mlet alone^ principle0 Therefore, his problem was to . 
set up an elaborate standard of social welfare, apprais
ing in' their complex mutual relations all the elements 
of a well-ordered social whole* To this end, it was 
necessary that he establish a theoretical standard of 
v;"vital" values in accordance with which society could 
be reorganizedo- : . .

John Atkinson Hobson devoted his entire life 
toward spreading this welfare theory* Therefore, this 
.paper will endeavor to present Mr* Hobson’s treatise 
for the double purpose of revealing-the soeial-reform 
movement on its theoretical side and of indicating the 
probable nature of its influence on the.development of 
theory*



CHAPTIB t

- .

' - At the beginning of this century.well over half the
population of Inglanct consisted of ragged people, dirty 
people, starving people, unemployed and homeless people0 
:.Yhis:;;was' the di stress ing: oondit ion of the . great mass of the 
population in England as civilization welcomed its twentieth 
reeorded oenturyo :-While: indigenee prevailed, unchangeable 
eeonomio laws were pointed out by olassical and neo^diassioal 
economists' as oausative factors„ Such was the setting for 
the rise in importance of welfare economics, and for the con
current and catalystic blossoming of iohn Atkinson Hobson6 
, - - /'The period was'an era of uncertain economic and polit
ical ideologyo .Alfred Marshall’s book, Principles of Sco- . 
noMcs (1890), held the supreme position in British academic 
.circles until dethroned by the writings of Lord John Maynard 
KeyneSo. Prior to this, dissenters such as Oliffe Lesley, , ;
• Wiliidm.Ashiey, Beatrice and, Sidney Webb, and. later. BoHo - -
Tawney had not been taken seriously by academic economists. 
They were, considered social reformers, historians, soeiol- 
ogists--anything buf; economists <, Orthodox economists felt 
that they could not support reformers whose policies were



- "  ' :• V ; V  v . / r  ■ ' ■ ■ ■' :: ■ ' 1  ■ - ■ : \ . ■■ V  - : 'eontrary to natural economic law0 ;
- ; As./ years passed;,: the. dissenting forces inexorably grew 
stronger„ Liherals and Socialists found hope in John Stuart
. Mill -9 s statement that •while the laws'of .product ion were un- 
changeable, 'those, of distribution were flexible and could be \" 
adapted so ::as t©; aaxitiize 'the national welfare. The trade '
• union movement was" spreading, and the labian Society strongly., 
advocated social reforms. The voice-of the dissenters be
came louder and louder throughout the 0Ommonwealtho Inevit
ably the non-conformists ignored small differences in the . 
presence of a common goal and set forth upon, a program of 
cooperation^ - ' ' w' :: 'i';; /
. . While n, version of the Ricardian..theory of rent as ex
pounded by .Mill was being used as an argument for soeialism 
and the leyons1 principle of utility was also employed to this 
end, Englanders had only to look about themselves and apply 
objective reasoning,' and they could hot help but notice the 
definite gap between academic theory fand economic and social 
reform. John Atkinson Hobson attempted to bridge the exist
ing gUlf o. f

Mr. Hobs oh was- .an intense' individualist with a great, love 
' for humanity ■and. a-deep interest in hocial -ref orm<: 'He- .was., an- 
economic and Sociological scholar, a liberal theorist and - : -

- ' 1. Philip Go Newman, The Development of Economic
Thought (HewyYork? Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19527, p. 317. '



school teacher, and a man of energy and determlnatIon„ He 
realized that there was a cleavage .between social ref orm and 
economic theory, and- he set about laehding it. He attempted 
to explain, through -volurainous writingslectures, etc., the . 
constitution of•inequality and depression, and outlined a new' 
social;plan to eliminate them. He spoke much of the "good , *
life" and belieyed that in seeking,it the facts of:ethics and 
economics were the - same« . He; belieyed in and advocated •vehem
ently the preservation of the essentials of demOerafie liberty 
He saw wealth and weIfare as being socially one = In world 
affairs, he advocated with determination complete eoilective 
seeurityo Me. Hobson ceaselessly strove, not only to bring 
his native England out of the doldrums of class inequality 
and poverty, ..but to 'set; up a doctrine, an economic doctrine of 
welfare, so that all humanity might, be guided into the de«= 
lights of a paradise-like better life.

SoKo Eatcliffe,. in his article about Mr. Hobson in the 
London Hat ion, wrote the. following eulogy of .one' whom he con
sidered to be .a great humanitarians . : ‘

In: conf erences of many .kinds .he was a welcome I ' '
speaker, for he had .a happy gift of satiric humor. .

:. ", Mhenever the summons came for a'public stand upon /■. V g 
any one of the Issues which to him represented the ' .
rights of the citizen and the values of the common
wealth, there promptly and wholeheartedly was he.
His name,would be given without hesitation; his •

-1 =,::: F . Ho:: ;B#eezy, ."I .h. Hobs on ̂S Heresies „n Nation; 
209-210 ;(iugusf 27, 1933) o ' • ■■ vlqy
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• . voice and pen were at call „ His coumge was un
failing; he was ©ntirely uncorruptible«

Mro Batcliffe concludes with the following statement:
As I finish this very inadequate tribute, :

• V "- would. like to quote a sentence written by ■■ - - ' ■ . .. ,
Dorothy 'Thompson about, an Aflierlcan, which statesr 

. .t?He has a passion for the preservation of society8 ' .
.. which is probably the noblest passion that a human 

being can h a v e o :
Perhaps an afterthought may be added with regard to this 

paperI It was felt that, correlative to tha following de
tailed presentation of John A;„ Hobson’s welfare economics .
theory, it was necessary;to acquaint the reader with the 
correct setting^ a portrayal of circumstances surrounding 
the development of this theory, so that it may be ad judged in 
the proper light, not fettered by •conditions as they are to
day» . Hence, the foregoing: paragraphs = It has also been 
deemed advisable to Include a brief, incisive biography of 
John A. Hobson so that the reader may gain somewhat of.an 
insight, into the why and .wherefore. ;Of the evolution of his 
theory of welfare economics«, ' / , ; d. I . ' "

li S=E0 - Eatcliffe,;nJohr AV HobsonHation; 1501512- 
513 (April HO, 1940)c .



OHAH’IB II

... : : . - BI0G-B4PBIMI,; SKETCH; A. HOBSOM -

; . tTohn Atkinson Ho 1)8011̂ was born in Derby, England in 1858 
anS. liTed a varied life until he diad in' 1940a- He was a 
.journalistj SOGial reformer, eoonomists a contemporary dis= 
senter and Liberal who energetically fought against the old 
:set economic doctrines which ruled the economic thinkingof ' 
M b dayo 'Born into a good upper middle-class family,' his : ele
mentary and secondary sehooling:W s  obtained at local schools, 
after which he attended Lincoln College in Chef©rd„ ’ .
. - i It was no doubt 'provident' that he' began a study at .Ox
ford in the late seventies,, a period when theoretical contro
versy was beginning to find fruition and the Ricardian system 
of. economics, that which opposed governmental interference, 
was■ebbingo' John Ruskin, one of the great social teachers of 
the era and founder of the■ Guild of Saint George in 1871 as
’ an. experiment -with English workers,. lectured a great .deal at \ 

.' A 1. ' - . ■ ■ - . . . .-.M'that universityo Arnold Toynbee, a profound influential '
thinker of the period and an advocate of the historieal school
of economics, was also near at hand much of the time0 He and
Buskin had a' decided inf luence upon young Hobson,. .encouraging

• lo See .'Appendix'A for .a . br ief ■biographical sketch of 
John Buskihf: ^ ' V - -.y' ty ' y.\.. ' : '



him as he ambitiously attempted, to modify current economic 
theory to fit changing social, conditions0

It was primarily from John Ruskin that John Ac Hobson 
got both an attitude and a method of oritieismo Mr0 Ruskin 
quite often pointed out what to Mr. Hobson seemed a blatant 
paradoz: ,that while .the masses of England were economically 
impotent, the British Government was too involved in commer
cial activity to pay heed to requests for social reform. The 
presence of this constant reminder served only to strengthen 
Hobson’s confidence in his own reactionary theories.

leaving, Oxford in 18803 Mr. Hobson turned to school teach
ing and taught at both Faversham and Exeter during the next 
seven years. At the end of this period he at last became in
cited to overt action, deciding to devote the greater part of 
his time to giving university extension lectures to working 
class groups, hoping to enlighten them as to their position 
in society and the need for material welfare. The lectures, 
heretofore on literature, had soon turned to matters .nearer- > . 
to his own heart, shifting to discussions of economic problems 
which explained the structure of industrial organizations and 
workingmen’s problems from the workers’ viewpoint.

The"basis of John A. Hobson’s make-up was chronic in
dividuality. This Individualism continually prevented him 
from being effective in the field of politics. He was a stal
wart Liberal, always wholly detached, finding it Impossible 
to accept any regular party position. Though he sympathized



with, the aims ©i .the Socialists, his fears Of state bureau- / 
eracy kept him from Joining the organized Socialist movement0 
-'Qn . the Other handh however, - he was never tempted by laissez 
faire. His one . attempt at .politics was to -gain election to : 
Parliament as an Independent, and he .was hopelessly def eated<, ; 

Mro Hobson was a prolific writer who published at least
twenty‘-six velomes in addition to the innumerable articles -
■ .pt 'p.;.. i y thy:: t p..:; % ■■ '

he wrote tor periodicals 0: \ . !Snch of uhiS : work 'dealt with prob-- ■
lems of poverty and unemployment ,, constantly seeking- a solu
tion for better welfare or the ®good life,n- His best knoTO 
work, and one which shows the versatility of his talent as 
both e conomist' and. wr iter, is The - Evolut ion. of Modern dap- 
italism (18% ) .= Perhaps : his: most original eontr ibut ions wer e 
in the fields of welfare, distribution, and the business' •
cycle<, His theory on welfare economies is best brought out 
in Work and Wealth (19-14) 3 which contains the most, complete 
outline of his. method of abolishing the evils of Industrial . 
society* On distribution his most representative;- works are : 
The Economics of distribution (1900) and The Industrial Sys-r 
tern (I909) o The' hest development of M s  - theory of. the 
bus inoss cycle is to be found in The Economics of Unemployment 
(l922) o MTo ::Hobsqn’s most famous biographies are those of 
John Buskin ' (189S;), Richard Gobden (1919) $ and Thor stein

I.* . Hee Appendix: B for a listing of Hobson’s writings *
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YeMen. (1936) 0 His articles were mostly treatises concern- 
ing current political questions and sociological subjects„
From 190.6 to 1920, much of his writing was published in the 
London Hat ion 0 with which he had been affiliated since 1897, 
and various other liberal journals 0

Mr0 Hobson wrote fast and furiously as well as volumi
nous ly and it was s therefore, only natural that defects a _io_e „ s 
inconsistencies3 reversals of previous conclusions, etc0, 
should creep into his writings« As a result, professional 
economists in England frowned upon his work0 ; . '

The fact that he so consistently dissented from every
thing the economists of Oxford and Cambridge held dear may 
have had something to do with their unfriendly attitude to- 
.ward himo Mr, Hobson, on the other hand, indicated that it . 
was his unorthodoxy which prevented him from getting a chair 
In 'economics in the large universities and, coiisequently,
. forced him to lecture: to audiences in the provinces, Had he. 
been an American instead of an Englishman, Mr, Hobson’s career 
■ would presumably have been different than it was, for univer-; 
Sities both large and small, would probably have competed for 
his services, and imdoubtedly his reputation "would have been 
much more extensive o /. This.- fact distressed him until his 
-death, for he could never, fully reconcile himself to any. call-' 
.ing other than aeademico - :

nevertheless, he has been accepted as the economic the
orist of the middle-class reformers, those concerned with
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welfare$, not wealth, . There has been, met unlike .many other ' 
great men, a belated "but ever-inereasing acoeptanoe and popu
larity of his work. He Is the Immortal herald for those who . 
take;as their slogan the ethical principle , /’From each in 
accordance with his ability and to each in accordance with 
his needs .as a'consumer.n ' , /=

I. Much of the material cited in this biography has been 
taken from the following sourcesi „ :v: : :

H .Mo - Swe ezy, - . A. Hobs on8 s Heresiesn Nation; 147: -
2O9:-|10;:(August ■.

7 Golei;W.A:0 Hobson, ‘ 18.58-1940," loonomic n ; .
Journal; 851“360(fune. 1940). . ■ : ; '

■ ’ : ■. Paul T-. Homan, Oontemporary Economic Thought (Hew ~ V.
- York; Harper & Bros. , 192F) ,^pp. "283-292
. . Frank A, Neff, Economic Doctrines (New York: .
. MeOraw-Hiil Book C o . 195077^7^25= 7 ? . y
" . 7: ■ '  ̂: .Philip O . [HeWman, The Development of Economic • - 7 ’ ; 
Thought (New York:. Premtio e-Ha3X7*^c7 7 19.5̂ 7, pp. 518-321.
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■ H0B8CE 'S . GHIillGISM W  OMBSIOAL W O M E S IB  : : : '

Mro Hobson finds fault with classical theory and its • 
originators. He feels that they have shown; a gross neglect- : 
of the arts of consumptiono Too, their use of pecuniary 
standards of a market price as an"index to welfare is another - 
of their fallacies," l ; ,v: - - I' ; : :;. -g -

r.He :states that the economic system under which we live 
consists of two complex operations, one being production and 
the other the consumption of wealth. Wealth as used here re
fers to all marketable goods and services, - ' .n-"

, For the most part economists, especially classical eeon= 
omists, have placed consumption in a subordinate role to pro
duction, Their main interest is what effect does consumption 
- have upon demand as a factor in problems of price and of.pro- ■ 
duction. However, much has been said about production since v 
the methods and tools involved in this procedure are. much 
more exacting and, therefore, attract pur attention, more 
readily. Since consumption is. less exciting and not too de- ; 
manding of our energies, it has been sadly overlooked and •. i-l 
under-rated. This Is a natural mistake and; should; be corrected, 
in the near future, '  ̂ \
: • .'- .In /economic .science an attempt, has been -made with •the .use
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©f :a purely monetary measure to set a value on ■ Human eff ort 
.In Industry by its relationship to the production of wealth*; \ 
There is no notieeable ebnnectioh in this approach to human ' 
weifarey'; slnoe human beings are treated -as wbhines rather v 
■ than living organisms with feelings and emotions. Industry ' 
must be evaluated on the basis of standards of :welfare 0. The 
test, of, welfare is the' "good life „n The welfare of the indi
vidual is important, but remains subordinate to society as a 
units .. ■ nihy: a.'  ̂ v , -
. x Mpo Hobson statest ,: ; ". vd'.' h ; d ; vv-Z'd:' :: . _
d "d Our task, that of devising a method of - valua- ..

tion of industry, will.evidently demand that 
economic processes shall be considered, not only
in their bearing upon individual lives, but in
their bearing upon the welfare of sOGiety*2 -
Mro, Hobson attempts to substitute qualitative. mea.sure- . 

ment for the quantitative measurements of the academic econ
omists. .He realizes that his criterion of welfare would not : 
lend itself readily to objective measurement:but feels that 
: fhisd.approach is superior to that used by the classical econ
omists, since they place too much emphasis on identifying 
economic'matter with productive equipment rather than on the
use and.dpleasure resulting from consumption^ In the .following
passage,he states with.directness his criticism of.old-

:lo John Ao Hobson V fork and Wealth. (New T ork: Peter - 
Smith, 1949) d pp. 4-9d\ : d ' . , - 'vd ddd;

2c Ibidc c to 16c X . 'X'. - d '
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; eeenoMe maswej&ent; ■ ' . . . ; ' . \ -
; But how far. can these measurements of con

crete wealth furnish reliable Inf or mat Ion regard.-
. Ing the vital values, the human we If are s whl ch 

■ : all eeonomie, /proeesses are designed to yield?
.though it will be generally-admitted that every % .

• inorease .of eeonomie wealth is .in some measure 
. .eonducive to welfare; every decrease to illfares '

„ h :: hobo will gfeteiid̂  even approximately to declare .
V / what the measure -Is, or to lay down any explicit

/- '-rules relatlBg vwealthrto welfare either for an 
- ihdivldual of a- mat ion ̂ Indeed, even the general -

■ • assumption that every growth of wealth enhances
' Welfare Qahno.t ‘be admitted:, withbut .q.ualificatioh;='
An injurious excess of‘ income is;possible, for an 
individual, perhaps for a nation, .and.the nation-.

' :al welf are which, an inGreased yolume of - wealth, - '■
■ h . - -seems- capable of-yielding; might • be more than- .

cancelled by a: distribution .which :best;Owed upon-:-̂ - 
a few an increased-:share of the; larger Wealth, 
or by an aggravation of the toil of.the.pro- .

, ■ - ducerso^ ' . ... X
This, emphasis on-:identifying eeono.mic matter with pro

ductive ..-equipment causes the arts of consumptloh to receive 
an inferior place in our econorayto the arts of product ion = 
Since the ultimate purpose, of production Is consumption, . 
this situation is bad„ -This inversion of relationships 

.- slights:.the iEiportant point of human welfare in an economy,
. partially, at least, if not completely0 -

'. . The thoughts, . desires,, and. relations of human: beings are,
■ the backbone- of- the network of businesses, trades >; and pro
cesses o These essentials' seem to" be !set aside by the classi
cal economists who appar.erxtly. focus their attentions on the

; mechanical aspects of . Industry D Mr . Hobson acknowledges the .

,11 - HobsonOff o cit., p. vil i



fadt Shat in the past years more attention has been given.to 
the psyehologieal supports of the industrial system. Never
theless economic soienoe remains distinctively mechanical ; 
and .unfitted' for the. task of any human interpretation of . '
industry. : .o'::/ . \ i / ■ t . ; ;
. ;V ' ; The entire interpretation of economics - using the mechan
ical- approach is based oh monetary importance=. The primary 
signifiGanoe of value, cost, and' utility is monetaryo The 
appraisal of -wealth: is in monetary terms;, likewise, cost of 
production and the. utility derived: in its consumption are 1 
evaluated in monetary terms. The thoughts and f eelings of 
human- beings, whether they are desires, creative and inventive; 
ideas,, or. the organization and operation of some productive , 
work.,- are viewed in the light of their relationship to some 
'monetary; end. . v ■' ' ■ V , -

When ,money or wealth is to be considered, the relation
ship between the vital cost (human effort) of its production '
.and the'-vital: utility .(human sat isf act ion) of its consumption
. . 1 /■ ''pi'.: ■■■ - ■ . 1 - ;V: ~’:vr
must not be slighted; otherwise it would be impossible to
-have a human, evaluation of industry0 By the use of this vital
.criter-ion, great discrepancies can be shown between monetary

. 1 6 Mr 0 Hobson has adopted, and/he' admits it , John Bus- - 
kin9s usage of "vital Value" in order to.explain cost and 
utility in terms ofphuman effort and: satisfaetion0 He hopes .. 
to. carry ,this concept of vital value as originally formu- . 
lated by Mr = Ruskih,, to its ultimate end s which is the applica
tion of the vital standard of valuation to'Industry, or at 
ledst to improve the instruments of survey. , ■



costs;and human costs, monetary wealth and vital wealth0 
In summarys the following are the three flaws which 

must he reckoned with when attempting human evaluation using 
economic science!
lo Laying too much importance upon production at the expense 

of consumption .
20 Using a standard of values which has not been proven as 

having any reliable or lasting relation to human welfare •
3« Attempting to include human action in a mechanical concep

tion of the ecoBomic systemo
In conclusion., a human valuation of industry should give

equal importance to production and consumption,- state cost and
utility in terms of human pains and gainsand replace the

■. - ' imonetary standard of wealth by a standard of well-being0 .

1» Hobson, op» cit o, :pp, 4-9 0
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: .HOBSOS^'APPEQAOH TO WBIZAHi ECtimiECiS :

/ ' Consumption ..

• Human Utility of Consumption:- . John A= Hobson "believes . 
that there is direct' relationship" between - improved industrial 
processes and material welfare» The relationship is evident, 
.when :man.is considered both as producer and consumer of goods 
and'serviceso ' - ' ' ■
• " The; production .phase of industry is getting, more spe-.. 
cialized while consumption is becoming more.generalized» The 
result is that man has become "more narrow...and specialized on 
his producing'sides wider and more various on his consuming: • 
side.o The human, being as a worker is, confined to some part . 
of a process1 resulting, in .the completion of an object. "As 
consumer' he has' his choice of countless, items, and his choice 
.will, cause vibrations throughout the entire industrial system 

: • The economy of .production ,is "- interested .in reducing .‘thei 
costss and Mr. . Hobson believes : that the eeonemy of consump-"; 
tion shouldbe interested rin • iaereasing the utility. ■ /At the 
- present timet the latter is not true. There has been much"" 
progress made in the : field of production due to the prof it 
motive. In the field of production the old. -ideas iiave._been 
'set aside for expediencyg while in the field, of consumption
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the old artiole or method ©f consumption cannot be thrown 
aside0 The reason for this is that in consumption the con
sumer alone- takes the risk and bears the cost0

. In order for the producer to maintain a high-degree of 
profit, .a large percentage of the total of goods produced, 
when gauged by proper standards, is of little use and may even 
be harmfulo The producer with his present excessive control 
can injure and distort the.art of consumption in three ways;

lo It imposes, maintains and fosters definitely 
injurious forms of consumption, the articles 
of nillth0 n r :: , -

■ 29 It degrades or diminishes by adulteration, or 
by- the substitution of inferior materials or 
workmanship, the- utility of many articles of 
consumption used to satisfy a genuine need =

3c It stimulates the satisfaction of some human
wants and depresses the satisfaction of others, .
not according to their true utility, but ac- " 
cording to the more or less profitable, charac
ter of the several trades which supply these 
wants o1

The result of these producer practices is useless com
modities and services 0. . These commodities and services, when 
added together, comprise the unproductive surplus of the coun-

There- is indeed much production because of the advanced 
Scientific processes, but this production is either the wrong 
thing or going to the wrong groups who in their turn waste it«

lo . John Ao Hobson, Work and Wealth (Hew York; Peter
Smith,: 1949:), Po 112o / .



Muoh of this waste results from friTolousness, sport' sham 
culture, vain displays and drink®

To correct this situation it is necessary that the con
sumer be educated, especially in the field of cooperationo 
Consumers! leagues can perhaps do something to check adul
teration and the passing of inferior goods<,

The organizations that are available at present are 
powerless against these forces of evil„ Therefore, in order 
to secure sufficient production of useful goods.' {and this is 
the only way to insure the good life to all peoples), it. is 
mandatory that waste resulting from rising standards of produc
tion be reduced and that productive energy be directed proper
ly 0 Increased public protection by means of legislation and by • 
administrative acts of prohibition and inspection appears to ' 
be the only solution* - .

There are indeed elements which have disturbing influ- ' 
ences in the evolution of standards of consumption0. There 
will always be some waste due to the:natural error that is in
volved when new wants are found and new methods needed to 
satisfy these wants<, But, if man confines these; changes in 
industry and of consumption to the sphere of simple material 
commodities that have direct, bearing upon physical survival, 
this error and waste can be minimized<, In a civilization, that 
does not take the production of utilities necessary for stir-, 
vival as being important,, the: possibility of error and waste-



increases -without 'bomi&So. '/k
Glass flthndardis of• Consumption: • There are three main 

:factors that determine the class standards of consumption6 
The first factor includes all the elements in consumption 
'Which.arise because of the physical environment. The next 
- One is the industrial factor, or the changes in organ!e needs' 
due directly or indirectly to work. The last 9 but of equal 
importance, is the' conventional, factorthe elements in a . . ' 
standard ofqoonsumption resulting from, social custom.

It is evident that physical environment controls to a 
great degree the material standard of,consumption, not only. -
the necessities for suryival, but also the luxuries and com
forts, The advance of transportation and the greater distri
bution of products have greatly altered the material standard 
of consumption for many people, This does not - necessarily:im
ply waste, but in fact has been advantageous to many countries 

Industrial conditions determined largely by physical en
vironment impose certain methods .of living oh the worker and:
' hisi family,v - His type of work and' the - energy expended: will; . 
have to be dealt .with in determining his standard of consump- 
tion. The industrial' Influences also extend to the intellec
tual lif e, of . society, Some of . the- had elements of intellec
tual excess are degrading' forms of literature, drama, 'art,. i, 
and musie»' ■Today one. of the greatest costs of an



0% @ r ly - in t e 11 eat ua 1 :1 i f e is its nculture <,’* v
; v There are many conventional .eleraents that entail waste: 

in our standards/of comfort« Several of these expenditures 
are drinking of alooholie beveragess funeralss and decorative 
elothingv . Beeanse of-these. induigenoies,: it is said „ the .
Msery of the poor is their own.faulto -Yet some of these ex
penditures, when under elQse: study-9-. may not appear to be f - 
wasteful after dll= Can a funeral be considered a waste if 
it .gives: dignity >and-'::respect to a person who during his; life•»'. 
time has lived a;simple life? This.kind of argument9 accord
ing to Hr. '-Eobson, should, not be pushed too far lest its 
- £allabies: show»f ■. 1: w  t - ' ;:'

Anothen eonventidnal element is the "creation of artif i
cial .demand by introducing the results of some new.ideas or 
invention. The new idea- or invention may cause/.waste rat^ , 
than utility.. Under commercialism when the motive for ere™ ' y 
ating profit is greater than the desire to create -utility, 
this waste must result9 unless the effect of the- invention is 
to fill some genuinely ^long-felt -need."
; , As .the amount spent for satisfying material wants intf. 
creases9 so correspondingly does -the", waste or disutility in
crease. The greatest: aMunt of waste results, from non- 
mat erial expenditures. The largest source of injurious- waste 
that exists: in the wealthier groups will be,fotihd in their i
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expenditures, on re creation 9 education, and. charity.

; utility ; . : \

Misuse of Productive Energy: Mr. Hobson claims that the
misuse of productive energy deprives the community of really 
useful goods which it could use.' ‘ •

It is essential to have a method for comparing costs 
with utility in order to see which is greater for the various 
occupations.. This method is to he used to make an organic 
appraisal of: economic phenomena. The classical view that 
production is a process which rolls up costs into commodities 
while consumption unrolls them into utilities is not accept
able to an organic interpretation of industry. Instead, cost 
and utilityj when seen under an analysis of economic processes, 
would prove alike in their sense of pains and pleasures, or
ganic .losses and organic gains. These gains dr losses obvi
ously will vary in the different productive and consumptive
- V  . 2 . . . ■. ■
prodesses-. - In Mr. Hobs.on8 s own. words :

. - How.an organic interpretation of industry
cannot accept this mode of conceiving the produc
tive and consumptive functions. Considerations 
of the.organic origins of industry lend no sup
port to the assumption that production is all 
"costt? and no "utility," consumption all "utility" 
and no "cost." On the contrary, in our human 
analysis, of economic processes we shall rather 
expect to find,costs and utilities, alike in their

1. Hobson, op. oit.9 pp. 121-145.
2. Ibid., pp. 2.5-43 => . , . : ■
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sense of pains and pleasures and of- organic losses 
and organic gains, commingled In various degrees 
in all productive and consumptive processes01
In his discussion of human costs involved in productive

activity Mr0 Hobson contends that all factors other .than
land, such as ability, capital, and labor, involve creative
and imitative human effort and contain some elements of cost.

Productive activities are to be classified under the
following headings; Art, Invention, Professional Service,
; :  v ■' ■■■ - 2 ■ .
Organization, Management, labor, Saying.

The most distinctively creative kind of human work is 
called art. The human costs involved in the processes of pro
duction that are used in creating art are, subordinate to the 
human utility derived. The: satisfaction of accomplishment is 
far superior to the pain of effort and upkeep. An artist 
supported by the state or some other group -will be allowed 
the freedom of expression needed to produce unique master
pieces-., As we: go from higher grades of creative art to those 
which are more or less imitative grades, there are apt to re
sult more human costs of production. People who have to 
repeat intricate processes many times at short intervals with 
great exactitude suffer human costs resulting from physical 
and moral injury. The recompense for invention is common 
with that of art, because it results from an inward urge which

.. 1. Hobson, op. cit,, p. 34° _ :
‘ " 2. Ibid. , p.- 43. " '
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makes, it more play tMn work0 In the main, artist ie and in- 
Tentire work are oreatiT©, enjoyable, vitally serviceable, 
and costlesso There will be times when an artist8 painter, 
or musician may incur human cost0 Examples of this would be 
the painter who debased his work in order to satisfy the bad 
taste of a rich purchaser, or the musician who is forced to
giTe repetitive ..performances 0 However, these cases are ex-.

■ ■ . . 1 . ' ■ eeptions to the general rule®
The higher grades of professional and administrative 

work also result in large yields or utilities over costse 
Since the exercise of leadership in organization and manage
ment brings to those practicing it a pleasurable feeling of 
power and an exhilaration from their creative effort, the dis 
utilities of worry and uncertainty are greatly.outweighed0

The entrepreneur or business man involved in the complex 
ities of the business world will indeed be faced with great . 
costs in mental wear„ It is extremely difficult to assess 
the human costs involved in this work of speculation and dire 
tion»

' Among clerks and industrial, workers, human costs are 
great because of the repetitive character of their work*
Where the subordinate becomes the mere tool of his master, a 
heavy cost is entailed<, That cost is heavier, indeed, than 
in ordinary manual routine labor, because it more directly

10 Hobson, ope efto, pp0 44a51o
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involves the subordination of the mind and will of the1 - ' • '
workero

The laborer or machine tender represents the best exam
ple of maximum.'human costs and a minimum of human utility.
He is an example of imitative work, and no creative aspects 
are demanded of him* His job is to repeat acts as constantly 
and consistently as a machines in other words ? to become 
machine-1ike» The machine tender.finds this' impossibles and 
the fight against being mechanized involves much human oost0 
Though his job attempts to make a specialized mechanism of 
him, he remains a generalized organism. This attempt at spe
cialization is bad for the laborer because it prohibits the 
use of his other productive faculties; also, the constant rep
etition of a simple act can be very degrading. The laborer 
is affected by injurious fatigue resulting from muscular or 
nervous oversthain, This fatigue may be caused by excessive 
duration of labor, excessive specialization, excessive repeti
tion, excessive strain, and excessive speed. This continu
ance" of physical fatigue and nervous strain in the laboring . : 
class occupations, especially in mechanized industries, leads 
to accidents, nervous disorders, lowered morale, and dissipa
tion, Other costs of less weight arising from unhealthful 
surroundings and sheer monotony of factory industry must be 
added to these heavier human.costs, -Yet, credit must be

1, Hobson, op, cit,, pp, 52-59=
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all owed f or re lease : from phys leal strain ' through the znaohln e 
deyiGegf whleh lighten labor <, nevertheless 3 phys leal fatigue 
and. "its effects 'on the working class have definite social, sig
nificance , and their importanc e mist he eons id ered *
. ; Bach person: expending productive energy will ' involve- a
different■human cost« 1% is-of vital importance to know if 
the persons suffering the cost ?/ill he ahle to bear it. The 
full costs of physicali sociai, and moral injuries due to 
changing periods of overwork or underwork have never been 
realizedo The vinereased' use of children and old folks in 
industry results in human cost increases greatly beyond pro- . 
per proportionso .; . " . ;

The bad human economy of working old persons of declin
ing vigor when able-bodied adult labor is available is so far 
from being generally'recognized that employers are actually 
.commended " on :the. ground of . humanity for keeping their aged - 
employees, .Bortunately, the larger provision for retiring, 
pensions attests the growing recognition of this aggravation 
of the human costs of/industryo The case of child labor is, 
of course, the more serious in that Jit is not only a wasteful 
strain upon a young body, but will result in even heavier fu- v 
ture cost due to stunted growth and impaired efficiency 
throughout his entire life = Probably the greatest human'waste 
that a nation 'could-permit or practice is the use of women 
in .occupations which damage their: health due to exeessive - • - 
fatigue or nervous istfaino The misuse of women labor will
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reduce their capacity for motherhood and/ consequently, dis
rupt the hom©o Human costs are also involved when sex dis
crimination enters into the higher callings <, Often qualified 
women are hindered either by professional, legal, or conven
tional restrictions from entering skilled and lucrative em
ployment, and are compelled to compete in low-skilled and 
overstocked labor markets. In most eases, excessive competi
tion which is forced upon women reduces the remuneration be
low the true level of physical efficiency, induces or bom- 
pells excessive hours of labor, breaks down the health, and 
injures their lives,

This general survey of labor shows that the human costs 
of labor are allied with that subdivision and specialization 
of activities which in its extreme form is machine tending, 
the most repetitive activity possible. This is in contrast 
with the creative aspects of production*

: There la not necessarily any correlation between repeti
tion and human costs. The human cost is incurred when this 

: repetition consumes-too large a part of the time and energy 
of the human being. Machine tending is the best example of

. - ' : ■. i v v;-:".the greatest cause of this level of repetition.
To substitute one person’s will for the will of another 

always involves a human cost. Here, too, the human cost will 
vary in relation to the circumstances. Loss of liberty and

1, Hobson, oj>, cit,, pp, 79-85 o
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encroachment upon personality are other human costs„
The above remarks are in no ■way an attempt to preclude 

that. specialization of labor is not socially beneficial,,
This specialization can be beneficial if it does not involve 
severe encroachment on the energy and personality of the work
ers s thereby resulting in great human costs0 This situation
can be relieved somewhat if the duration and strain upon the
individual are reduced, or if the reward for tolerating this 
discipline is adequate enough to allow for more liberty0 

— Mro ‘Hobson considers risk-taking, as one of the human 
costs involved in maintaining the supply"of capital needed in 
a healthy economy0 He has the 'following definitions' for risk- 
taking! ■ -

- The giving up of a present certain utility
or satisfaction for the chance of a larger but

. less certain satisfaction in the future 02 .
. Everyone who, either by choice or by the

necessity of his.situation, devotes his personal 
. energies to making any product for the market, or 
■ to improving some personal capacity with a view to
. its "productive use, incurs risks»3
I: Bis la-taking of the first definition is the essence of 

business enterprise,, . Such enterprise by no means always en
tails a human cost= In today’S‘modern businesses, the element
of risk is present in-most eases, and this risk is of a

lo Hobson, op» cito, ppc-; . ,
. n f 2o Ibido; Po 89o .

: 3q Ibldo, p0 90o , ■ : ' : ■ •



compulsory nature„ When this type of risk is present there 
is, indeed, human cost to the eztent that anxiety plays on 
the business mano This can he either psychical or physical 
cost„. - ' .

Risk-taking of the second definition will hold true for 
most meno The artist of inventor who speculates with his 
/'creative ability does hot fit into this cat eg or y0

Risk may be stimulating; but;if it grows to great pro
portions, it then has a depressing effect=
\ Today, due to the great anxiety involved in seeking 

advancement for both semi-professional and professional men, 
and because of the exaggerated competition of the day, this 
risk of insecurity has increased human costs greatly<, Educa
tion, one of the important means of relieving this wasteful
situation by enabling people to see their plight,, has worked

• , ■ ■  ■ , 1 ■ ' ' : ■ : in reverse by..increasing their worry0 . ..
Saving is another hnman cost involved in maintaining the 

.supply-of capital needed .for the. normal functioning of the 
economy0 When saving, the source of capital, entails sacri
fice, it results in human costs0: This sacrifice is one of 
the: unevenly distributed.'human costs o ' * ; ^

Saving by the rich Class.of society involves no sacri
fice and, therefore, no human cost= Their incomes are above 
the'amount neeehsary for'the enjoyment of a comfortable
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standard of liYing® The surplus income- of the rich, that 
proportion which is left after all wants including luxuries 
have heen satisfied, is automatically saved® The amount is 
affected little, if any, "by the right of interest since the 
saving feature is automatic0 Thus,. human classes with large 
incomes will tend to contribute to capital a large amount of 
surplus income because of automatic savingb

Saving by the middle-class group of families is of the 
conscious or thrift: type-a , The middle-class group of families 
would be those whose income results from efforts' in manufac=

. turing, commerce, and the various; professional fields® This 
type"of saving is not automatic but involves some conscious 
saorifioeo The": sacrifice is the abstaining or renouncing of 
some present want in order to have some future satisfaction,. 
This kind of saving incurs no economic cost, as it usually 
involves- the receiving of interesto There is also little, if 
; any, human cost because if interest were not forthcoming,
: much .Of " this saving would not occur® The acceleration of sav- 
- ing that would result due"to a.rise- in the interest rate will 

be dependent upon the general-; desire to be better off a n d .
- its connection' with an inducement to save® ■ If. the interest; 
rate goes too high, the volume of saving may decrease because 

" . if ; a person' wishes to gather a. certain sum, he now has to 
offer a smaller capital sum. than before® Sometimes a high

1® Hobson, ojd® bit®,: pp® 91-101®
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rate of interest is/necessary in order to ijiduee people to 
save for retirement or to pay off some incurred debt« A rise 
in the interest rate will stimulate increased conscious sav
ing* but this increase may not be a proportionate one0 In 
the middle-class group s much of the saving will result from 
the foregoing of luxuries or comforts which* in the true sense, 
involves no sacrifice of welfare either to the'savers or to 
the society in which they belong* Therefore, this kind of sav
ing creates no human costs* If saving by the middle class 
reduces the advantages' of education or professional training 
for their children and thus forces them to go into the world 
less effectively equipped, then some human costs may have oc
curred* Here is an example of the loss to society, since a
certain amount of intellectual or moral capital has been lost*.

Saving as, done by the working classes deserved special ■ 
consideration because Of its effect on the welfare of, society* .. 
Saving by this group of people constitutes a great amount of 
human, costs since this class has little money that Would not 
be used for consumption purposes* Jhis.consumption is of the 
necessity variety or prime conveniences of life* If:the 
worker saves for future emergencies or purchases, the result 
will be costly in social welfare*

Mr* Hobson is against this fora of saving* He sayst •

1* Hobson, op* Clt *,*.' pp * lOl-lOli,
. 2* - Ibid*V-pp*.104-105* - - '
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No part of the eeonojmically necessary fund 
of annual capital ought to be drawn from this sort 
of savings It is literally a coining of human 
life into instrumental capital, and the degrada
tion of the term "thrift" in its application to 
such saving is a damning commentary upon the false 
standard of social valuation which endorses.and 
approves the sacrifie.e0 The forethought, endur
ance , and other real or supposed benefits to the 
character of the workers imputed to this "thrift" 
can no more be regarded, as a compensation for such 
social injury, than can the discipline and forti
tude of soldiers be regarded as a testimony to the 
net human economy of war»l

. . In conclusion, it is the small savers and those engaged 
in manual labor who bear the human costs of production0 Sav
ing in most working-class families, since its objective is 
future security, is purchased through self-denial, stinting 
of comforts and education, and the surrender of the amenities 
of cultured life= There is little doubt as to the importance 
of saving in order for progress, but there should be a satis
factory plan by which the savings can be wisely spent on the 
industrial system. Furthermore, human beings can and should 
shape.the institutions to satisfy their'wants and to fit 
their needs, Utilities derived from the industrial system 
should favorably outweigh the human costs which may be in
volved, . ' .

Sport and prestigious leisure are other means of mis
using productive energy. Sport of today is based on barbari
an standards of value of yesterday. The standards of value 
are those which divert into lower forms of activity the

1, Hobson, op, oit,, p, 105,
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energy and interests that should he used in the development 
of seienee, art, and literaturec In reality, sporting life 
with its artifieiality and excess does not satisfy the human 
beings involved in it0 Boredom is a direct result of this 
type of endeavor„ When confronted with the- serious problems 
that concern us daily, this type of life becomes trivial and 
meaninglesso ; -

Mr * Hobson feels that here, too, costs are incurred, as 
he states in the following;

A heavier social damage is the economic cost 
which the expensive futility imposes* For sport 
involves the largest diversion of unearned income 
into unproductive expenditure* Not only does it 
dedicate to extravagant waste a larger share of the 
land, the labour, and the enterprise of men than any 

. other human error, unless it be war itself, but it 
steals the-piay-time of the many to make the over- 
leisure of the few* If the parasitic power which: 
sustains the sportinglife were taken away, the world 
would not be duller or more serious. On the contrary,
play would be more abundant, freer, more varied, and
less artificial in its.modes,̂ -

The solution to this problem'of waste, energy expended in
sports, would be to use this energy in work and arts, perhaps •
in'agriculture or any field, that would add to human welfare.

Misappropriation of Income? The misappropriation of In-
'eome deprives the needier groups of the necessities for a ■
satisfactory life 0: . ; .

The human law of distribution functions in both industry

1, Hobson, op, nit,, p, 150,
2, Ibid,, ppo I46-I580
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and societyo' In industrys the purpose of the human law of 
distribution-is to distribute wealth in proportion to its pro
duction and consumption while attempting to minimize the re
sulting human costs and to maximize the resulting human 
utility. This feat will not be accomplished by equal contri
butions of people to their society0 Human beings not only 
differ in strength but in their ability as well,.and each 
must giye that which he has 0

Since this rule would hold true for savings as it is
foolish to ask those who can ill afford it to save while
those with the power do not 3 why should not labor and capital
alike contribute according to their ability? It Is also true 
that, following this same principle, If equality in the distri
bution of income and goods were attempted great wastes. would 
resulto It is evident that a small man working in an office 
would probably need less nourishment than a big laborer.

Mro Hobson fully realizes that.regardless of the earnest
ness in distributing Income, there will result both inequality 
and waste. He says: , .

' Equality of opportunity does not imply 
equality but some inequality of.incomes 
Equality of opport-unlty involves the distribution , 
of income according to capacity to use it, and to 
assume, an absolute equality of such capacity is 
absurdo

It may no doubt be urged that it is diffi
cult to measure individual needs and capacities so 
as to apply the true organic mode of distribution.

• This is true and any practical rules for adjusting
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income, or for distribution of the product, ac
cording to needs, will be likely to involve some 
waste e-i " . - '

If no attempt is made to distinguish between people, there ", 2 
will result an even greater waste <>

The distribution of income should be according to need 
and on a family unit basis = The idea is to ascertain the 
amount of income needed by a worker to maintain a high level 
■ of economic efficiency<, Mr0 .Hobson, points out that if the 
physiological application of the la.w of human distribution is 
applied,' it Is readily seen that there is a direct relation
ship between the output of physical energy and the intake of 
food. The organic law of distribution in regarding needs 
will consider both the unity and the.diversity of human na
ture. The purpose is that all human beings should have at 
least the minimum standard of life. The factors included in 
this standard are food, shelter, health, education, and other 
prime necessities Of life® .

r iEe realizes the necessity for differences in the distri
bution of income to allow for differeat types of work that 
'various ■groups may be engaged'" ihl Likewise, the work day 
should vary with the type of work performed.. Only through 
the experience of trial and error will it be possible to

1. Hobson, ô . oit., p. 16.5. .
; 2. Ibid., pp. 159-16.5 =
: 3., Ibid., pp. 166-169.
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detennlne what amount of remuneration each worker is to re
ceive = High rents, either for skilled manual work or mental 
work, will not exist because these rents are dependent on 
supply and demand which will not exist 0 Equality of oppor
tunity will further tend to reduce the high prices paid for 

' - ". -■ ■" . ' 1. ■ - - - - ' . - 
skilled professionals*

When income is distributed unequally, there results a 
surplus element * The surplus element .represents human loss 
due to wasteful and injurious consumption, also wasteful and 
injurious production, by increasing human costs and decreas
ing human utility* This surplus.of income should be divided 
.among the people of the society so as to give more to the 
many* One means of accomplishing this division would be 
through higher wages for workers* The result would be a high
er standard of living, for the once wasteful surplus could
■ V 2now be used;in productive consumption0

.Mr, Hobson concludes from this line of reasoning that If
this law of •distribution were applied properly, it would bene
fit .aoqietyot; He states? ip . . -

Thus we see this law of distribution, opera
tive as a purely physical economy in the appor
tionment of energy for mechanical work, operative 
as a biological economy through .the whole range of 
organic life, is strictly applicable.as a principle * 
of social economy. Its proper application to 

. social industry would enable that system to function

1, Hobson, op, oit,, pp, 169-170,
2, Ibid*, pp, 178-189: 7; :
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economically, so as to produce the maximum of-,

■■human utility with the. minimum of human cost»
The distribution of -income to the factors of production

■play's a. most important part in Mr. Hobson’s approach to the ;
: ^misappropriation of income»

. In a sense, Mr<, Hobson6s theory of distribution is
:similar to the classical approach. He gives much more atten-
/ tioh- to. the classical assumption of pure competition than to
the.classical theory concerning mobility of the factors of ;
'production- or . individualistic self -Interest. He , claims there
are- .strong- mono poll sti e forces at work in- the economic .system
’ and that these forces cannot be overlooked or explained, away
as being exceptions -■ ■. , 7 1 . ■ :

■ ■ ,The industrial; system represents a living organ!sm that
is involved In constant motion. In one direction there is a
flow of goods representing raw materials to the finished pro-
duct, and at the same time a flow of money in the opposite
direction. This flow goes through the same stages regardless
of -' the dire ctipn. of the flow; and "at each stage in. product ion
money: Is distributed to., the various factors of production.

The function, of collecting;,.and. distributing,- the money at 
■ the different stages of production to the various factors in
volved. is.handled by the owners of the instruments of produc
tion. There are three levels of returns to the factors of

/.Hobson,- op. cit., p. 170.
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■proaiictioii instead of just a general return paid to eaeko • 
flies© levels of returns, are? returns that are necessary for 
jfflaintenance, those essentialVfor growth, and a surplus un
necessary for social product ion o These levels of returns 
should apply to rent (return on : land), 'wages. (return, on lahor) , 
Interest (return on capital);, and profit (return on enter
prise and organization)o
;■1 . ■ Mr, Hobson claims that labor, as a factor of production, 
does-'not' receive proper considerat ion. habor should he - paid 
according to its tflabor power?" "Lahor power" is the, result 
of 'measuring industrial energy in terms of. "power units,"
The.suhstitutioh"of infinite numbers of categories of labor " - 
unit output would be a more equitable way to view workers ; 
than the coarse categories of skilled, semi-skilled, and un
skilled laboro The worker would then have a direct relation- 
ship to his "labor power"; the higher , the. worker ’ s "labor t .. 
•power," the higher:hit wages, or, the lower the worker’s:
' "labor' power, the lower his wages, . ; . . ■ • ' ■ . - ■ . -

He added another concept, one that is similar , to the dê - 
preciation allowance for machinery, There, should" be a charge 
on the income of ■ industry for the; repair/.and depreciation..al^ , 
lowanc e of the labor er’s ' body ? ̂ The has is for this concept is. 
that. the various, factors of production should be treated ; .. ;. 
■equaliyv Naturally, the worker, whose "labor . power" was. .great
er would require, a greater sum to keep himself in repair,, just 
as 'a, larger and;: more . efficient' :machine deserves a larger ;
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. The money payments that are over. and above the amount 
necessary to attract - these, factors Into prodnction are; stir- 
/pluseso -These surpluses can be divided into various groups. : 
Some are .product iveT-, that is , needed for growth, while other : 
. surplusesresulting'from Scarcity, are unproductive« ' Exam- 
pies of this kind of unproductive surplus are the rent on : 
land beyond the amount necessary to improve;: IS;:and; interest 
beyond the rate,necessary to increase the supply of capital 
for natural: growth,These unproductive surpluses would be a . 
fine source of state revenue and should be used!as suoho • !

The above surpluses cause much-dissatisfaction in so-;■ 
ciety.. If each factor of production received-returns suffi
cient for natural growth, it would eliminate the injustices 01 
However, in an expanding industrial economy.,-.snrpluses:-are. 
produced and these surpluses 'in their turn' are ..taken by the 
elements in the strongest bargaining position̂ ' '

At"this"point it will be prudent to conclude with an ex
planation of Mr = "Hotson’s theory of the determination of a 
market price0 - - ■ :: --/ - :“! - fv:;
. If there,is no element of comp et it Ion, the price reached, 

if - a n y : results.;because of / bargaining. By this process of 
bargaining,'the distribution of goods and services is-

. ' 1, 'See in general John A, Hobson, The Industrial' f 
System (Londont Longmans, Green and 0o«, 19Q9)u p,' 32̂ ,



êeojmplislied*:: dompeti'ition will not- fix the price point; it 
.Say only set. the area around the lower limit of the price

When, we hare many buyers, and sellers in; a market, there
is a tendency to fix rigid limits for the market price,
-This does not mean there is a fixed price for if both groups
refused to complete the sale at any price.other than their '
upper margin, there would be. no sale. The price point that :
..is- finally- reached will depend upon.:skillful, bargaining;, thus
, proving- that there is no. .competitive prices. Competition^
tends to limit the area around; the price that is - ultimately
reached ,by bargaining, ' : - ■  ’ •; '
: ; -The.groups involved in this sale can be classified as -

followsi ; ' if ' . ' '
1o Those buyers and sellers whose limits.were the extremes and, 

therefore., . took no part in the sale, Their actions or 
: i presence had no effect-oh the transaction. . >

The next-'group of buyers .and sellers takes •• part in the bid- 
V ding of the market, but since.' their limits are outside the - 
. area wherein, the price point lies, they have no direct '
% ; Influence upon the price. ■, . . t
3»' The third group of buyers and sellers; fixes the area in 
: viiich the price point lies „ ' ' t -
k*:' I in ally,'" w ith in; this area that has?; been reached, the ad- ; :
' tion of bargaining by a single buyer or- seller .will set 
the price pointo" ; v '

In :conclusion, every buyer and seller realizes some; gain
from this, bargaining, prdcess'o '' This does: hot' imply that there .
will be an equality of gain for both bargainers, but. there may
be.-The amount of,gain that.the bargainer realizes will " ~
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depend upon his skill as a 'bargainer and the narrowness of
. ■ . ' . .  >  : . ' ■ '  . ;•■■■ ;■ : , the 'market area, f , v "

Organic Sooietj '

It would he impossible to have a social interpretation
of industry,unless society ,was'treated as an organic struc”
rturei Mro Hobson edritends thati "...

• Whether society be regarded as an rforganismff 
with a life Gonceived as comprising and regulating' 
the life of its individuals^ in the same manner as " .
a biological organism that of its cells 3 or an ; .

. -' "organization” contrived by individuals entirely for 
the furtherance of their private ends, it must be 
treated as a vital structure capable of working 

.. . well or working illo2 : i : V ■ : ’
Society must be regarded as' existing for various sorts

of human purposes ? even though-eonoelved as an organization
rather than as an. organism, ' The reason ' for this situation
is that the'impulses to form societies are rooted in broad
instincts. These, instincts are of a gregarious„ sexuals and
racial nature and can best be described as being organic.
Due to the progress, of the human mind through the years, these.
instincts become spiritualized.and rationalized but never
ceas©' to carry biological significance..: ;m i "' h i":

' The.organic treatment of society is of"great importance
when eonsidering;individual desires- as being subordinate 'tO:

I,. John d. Hobs on, The Economi cs of Distribut ion 
{London i The Macmillan Co., 19001,, ppt 1-34. • .

2'o Hobson,- Work and Wealth," p. 141
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those of society sus a * '
The' solution to the problem of welfare can be found

only through the collective actions of all the people.
Mr. Hobson says that the need for collective action becomes
evident when society is considered -v

... not merely as a number of men and women with - 
social instincts" and social aspects of their in
dividual lives, .but as a group-life with a collec
tive body, a collective consciousness and will, and 
capable of realizing a collective vital end.1 ■
The function of industry- is to sustain organic society. 

Therefore, the importance of the organic conception is evi
dent when an attempt is made to have a human valuation of 
industrial acts or products. It is necessary that each act 
and product be valued from the standpoint of the individual 
and. of the society to which he belongs. There should result 
a harmony of interests:in these two'areas.

. The confXiobing forces that are constantly working- in a 
society can only be reconciled and made harmonious in the 
organic treatment "of society. Thehe conflicting forces are 
Production and Oonsnmption, Cost and Utility, Physical and 
Spiritual Welfare,. and. •Individual and Social Welfare.

Human welfare should not be merely the welfare of human
beings.taken as an aggregate, but of society regarded as an 

2 -organic unity.

1. Hobson, Work and Wealth, p.̂ 15, - - :
2. Ibid., pp. 13-15.
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Social Reform through. State Intervention

Only through state intervention will it be possible to 
have a more equitable distribution of income. The new appor
tionment of income can be accomplished by the use of the rule 
of the human law of distribution. The rule of the law of . 
distribution implies that the costs of production should be 
distributed in accordance with the ability of the individuals 
to bear them, and that goods should be distributed in such a 
manner as to. derive maximum utility from them. This, of 
course, would necessitate putting the goods into the hands of 
those classes of the, society which have the. greatest need for • 
them. Only by the proper distribution of the surplus that 
is produced by the ever-growing industrial organizations will 
it be possible to attain a degree of social harmony and con
tentment , The following reforms will make possible the attain
ment of this goal.

Social Functions of Industry: ; Industry'has certain so
cial functions which it must perform. One of the functions 
of industry is to make certain that there is harmony and con
tentment within its borders. Industry has a responsibility 
to both labor and capital. The capital that is used in indus
try is the result of savings from innumerable separate, per- ' 
sonal sources. The labor that is used in industry is large 
numbers of workers welded into a single body of effective
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i ■ ■ ■ ;laboi; powero Capital and labor operate under a common cen

tral management and . engage in the con't innous work of turning 
out a product, the price of which forms the common income for 
both capitalists and workers« It is the duty of industry to 
insure harmony between these two groups.. Ordinarily there 
is a harmony of- interests as far as that part of the divi
dend which forms the economically necessary costs of these 
masses of capital and labor is concerned. Discord arises be
tween these two groups when surplus emerges in excess of the . 
economic costs.

Mr. Hobson advocates two methods of correcting this situ
ation. One of these methods is that the modern state can and 
should absorb great shares of this surplus through taxation 
on incomes and inherited properties9 and use it to benefit 
the community. The other method is that the state or munici
pality whould assume .control in industries where the remain
ing surplus has not been, absorbed and internal strife exists. 
In situations where:this action is not possible s the state 
should intervene on. behalf-, of public order and assist in pro
moting, processes of arbitration or .conciliation.. ■'

Industry must never lose sight of the fact that its 
paramount duty is to serve society. It should wisely use the 
power that it acquires as the various factions within it

1. Of. p. 36s antes for a discussion of labor power.



• . . ■ '. ; ■ 1 . : . ' ' - :' ; consolidate and combinec
Social Gontrol of Business; Social control of business

Is. essential if a state of welfare is to be achieved <, Due
to the many■bad production and eonsufflption practices, the
need for this protection" is great» These two practices are;
the major evils of the present sltuationc Some of the more
serious practiceŝ ' are:; adulteration, Sweating, and., the' use r' , -
of deteriorated merchandIse.o' V .- " • : . ' V-- ■

MTo Hobson suggests two methods of defense., against these
bad practices, one of which is the education and cooperation.
of consumerso In cases where there is greater demand for
publi e protect ion, ' legislative and admimlstra.t ive acts; of pr o- 

. .■ - ' ' 2 
hibition and inspection should be enactedo .

To counteract another evil of business, Mr . Hobson advo
cates direct control in:place of the private profit-seeking 
motive: that' exists in' the normal processes of our Industry.
This social:control is mandatory if the'use of any method of .

'"'‘t.. tv;,; \ ' 3  ̂  ̂ V ■ 'Social reconstruction is to be attempted. ,
v .; . He.belleves that a comparatively small number of crea
tive and inventive minds play the greatest part in the devel- 
opment of industry.' ■ This creative and- in vent ive activity 
should be fostered and allowed complete freedom of expression.

1. Hobsoni Work and Wealth, pp. 228-238. -iv: V '''*.":
: :2. .-Ibid.., p. 113« . ,.: 'y. - : . > .;

3o '/Ibid. , p. 232. ' . :d ': ':'V'' ' ' :
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There must be no control on artistic aetivity, for only under 
such conditions can great works of art be created0 The net 
human costs of creative work ordinarily are nil. If restric
tions are imposed upon the artist that cause him to special
ize or to operate under a mechanical routine, there will 
'■ result. large human costs* ,

Freedom of expression in industry, when it.takes the 
form of invention, should not; be hampered by state control* 
However, there should be limited control on new and experi
mental industries 0 Control on new organizations entering the 
industrial field could be maintained through minimum wage 
laws and excess profits tax laws *

There should be. socialization of most of the professions» 
The groups engaged in education, hygiene, medicine, and law 
are examples of the professions that should be socialized* A - 
stoppage or shortage in any.of these services, due either to 
the fixing of excessive rates or prices in order to earn high 
profits for a trade or profession,•inflicts intolerable in
juries upon the community * Thes e professions should be made 
branches .of the government *

-Industries tending toward monopolistic positions should 
be socialized in order to protect the consumer as well as to 
reduce waste* The economic strength of those whose superior 
advantages have secured for them a position of control will

1* Hobson, Work and Wealth, p* 46*
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neoessarily opesa'fee to make the competition of - outsiders dif
ficult and their failure probable» Gains which combination 
yields will often, be consciously used, to end the competition 
of outsiders, or to restrict their trade to the less profitable 
or. the; more precarious forms- of enterprise, , ; b. . - . ^

.V - All: iihdus t r les:; of; a routine nature, as well as. the'instru 
ments for product'lon and distribution of power for industries, 
transportationjagricuiturej and domestic Uses, are to be • 
socialized^ ::; .■b.-;,. .,: ■ ..'b : , a
V There sheuld-:be;sooialization of all natural resources =

As far as felatesto issuesbof conflict between capital and 
labor, such natural resources are to all ihtents and purposes 
capital 0 These eeohomie rents : may not keep pace with profits 
and- other Incomes' derived :frosl bus iness capital;: nevertheless, 
they :probably: foria ah increasing proportion of that, income '
which, ranks as ^unproductive surplusand should be advantage-
- b b . - .. X b h , "  b - b'b'i--:b 2 -
ously diverted int o - wages or public revenue, .
- . 1 ̂ froper wage and .social legislation is needed- to equit
ably treat the various -groups engaged"' dng ihdustryThe prlce 
wage system cannot accomplish the 'desired -distribution of, 
income because', eyen if a . worker is doing- his best, -he -may: not i 
produce enough: to earn - a :huff iclent amountbto ‘ cover; his heeds-, 
A low weekly wage and constant employment is- f ar bet ter .

: I, and Ifealth  ̂p. 185, b : b-
- 2a - Ibid., p. ,230.
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_ soeialljr tiiaa-: iraegiilar ;eiDplQ̂ meHt .with- a higher rate, The '
■ prle a: of ’ laher - should never' go- he.lW .'bhe level .that; would ai- . ; 
: low for at?least a. mlnliEum stahdard. of living,. : ; = '

- Incomes should be taxed In such a manner that it will 
tend to equalize income and prevent the corruption of con
sumption standards hy;. the uneducated; tastes "of;■ those who had 
moneyy and nothing else» It :■ could also {furnish the expenditure 
required to raise the standard- of ’consumption .of all grades. of
workers up to the level of a full, satisfaction- of human

■ 2;V-'': t: - ' • ■ ;  ̂ I
needso Vd'v-- - ' ' ' -

for the successful achievement of any consciously ordered 
- economic system, :one further provision is requisite.- A pro
gressive; 'standard of eeonomic' life,; in - the sense ■ of' a satis
faction of economic needs and a larger leisure, demands a 
social control of the growth of population. Therefore, birth 
control would be necessary in drder to. satisfy the: .economic 
needs of a sdund.- economic System. ; An economy Seeking- in
creased leisure must have increased productiyity. with de
creased 'output of labor, time. .If there is no check on the 
;growth of population it is possible that more, rather than, 
-less, labor time will be needed to supply the necessary eco
nomic needs. This eontrol,. of course, involves education . 
rather than legislation, y ; - ; 1. -. . .

1. HobsOnWork-and.Wealthy pp. 195-201=
2. Ibid., p. 188. y';-: ■
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Sooial Repercussions - -

The result of the suggested "ref orms would be to divert „ 
the unproductive surplus to wages and putlie- funds . 'The pub
lic funds dduld be used for the enrichment of the common 
life. It would raise the standard of consumption of all 
'grades of workers to the ,lev.el where human needs would be 
- satisfiedo. ^ ' ", . ,

This -redistribution;of"■ ihhot-©"'Would vresult :ln' higher ; 
wages, which 'in turn would mahe the good, life■ available to. 
the masses. Due to an increase in income 9 the worker would 
/be-.able to maintain better living conditions. Higher wages 
.. coupled' with; a shorter' workaday" would result in more leisure'' 
for the worker.v From the standpoint of the' worker, the econ
omy of a shorter work day has a double significance. It 
would also increase the human utility which, he can get out of 
his wages. More leisure will makef it, possible for the . worker 
to devote time and.;energy to acquire education and- thereby 
increase his knowledge and his value in his work. The/ln- ; ;v 
•creased knowledge will make.possible .greater opportunities for 
advancement and 'better employment. ‘ Society will benefit from 
this 'leisure time, so far as it will, liberate for invention
and industrial progress the latent creative'energy of count-

■ : 2 - ■■: ■ 
less workers. ..More, leisure time will make - it possible:for

1. '' Hobson, Work a pp. 209-210. . : ; :
2. Ibid. , pi 51. . " /. I- . . k



the .worker;'..to. take part in local and ’ national, politics , in V. 
local- administration9 and.in numerous forms of voluntary as- ;
sociations which are generally, social in the services they •.
■■■.' ■■ 1 ■ ' ' , ■ : f:- -: : ■
render» - . . . . . - :

/Income colleeted: by taxation plus income received from 
socialized industries would make it- possible for the govern
ment to supplement the worker's income by offering many pub
lic serviceso / /''v' . ’ . / - . ’ . ' / .. y *
; •: Borne\of' the sefvices ', are parks, : playgrounds ,:'
and public amusement So Art, music pand literature will also ■ v 
be communal supplieso Health services, free education, old- 
age pensions, and public subsidies toward insurance would he 
.' some of the contributibhs ffom the state to the higher stand
ard of .living which: would then be available to all* Although 
these- modes of social: provision may - be motivated, chief ly by • 
considerations of public, health and; other goods, nevertheless 
they must rank as contributions to the standard' of comfprt . 
and well-being of the working-class families who are the spe- 
. elalf .beneficiaries; :0 ::;$he; adequat e; admirii strut ion of these ■ . •.
services by -society would-react'upon: the' standafd of life, in 
■ all: .classes of the community, causing a change in the relative 
valuations of wealth0 Finally, an incalculable: great in- . - ■
crease of subg e ct ive or' real - wealth "would result due to the.

1 o Hobson, Work and ' Wealth, p«, 223 °



"oMnged demands .upon; industry ,, : - : / > : ; / •. :
Tiie distribution of in come more, evenly- throughout a ; ;

capitalist, economy', plus increased security of life would '' 
'establish a full and regular demahd for the employment- of ..alll 
productive powers-, thus -allowing for the ■industrial; -system to 
work at full force0 There will be.an increase in the quantity 
of the product of - industry and also an improvement ■ in the 
quality of the product« The result will be that progress- 
will be all owed- lo.: oonf ihue w:ithout interruptions ■ - t •

. The .depressions in; the .-present; ..system are caused by' over
saving on the part of the rich who,; after reaching a point of ,.' 
satiety, save automatically> This saving amounts to a share  ̂y' 
of income larger than; that; which- can find productive"employ- 
ment. -through new investment, or in other words, amounts to - 
withholding large sums of mohey that' could be used to pur- . ' 
chase consumer goods, which would keep the productive processes 
in full erpiloyment». - - ' 1.'. - ' t ; f;.
- ' ; The limitation, .of the growth of population will make '
' possible the f ull contribution that "industry can- make to the - 
enlargement of human, .welfare. The amount of human cost in 
painful or injurious effort, involved in production will be 
reducedo It will be possible to apportion the economic prod- 
: net among consumers, so that it: wllltyield the maximum; satis
faction of utility or consumption^ f ' ; ; .

1, Hobson, Work and Wealth, p, 200, y . ''' ■ h .



SoGi'al" EarmGiiF lii BoMoaxe Life

''Mr. Hobson concludes that the collective action of all 
the suggested' reforms would' be to have' a justly ordered :en= / ’ - 
vironment in which all the problems such as luxury, poverty,

; toil, -and idleness which'plague-society will be abolished.
This improved , envlroiimeift would do much to raise the moral 
.'efficiency of the individual as a wealth- producer: and con- ■ 
sumer„ There would be eepnomic security for all people ‘ 
living in this natioh. The - advantageous use. of human abili- 
ties and a remolding'of human life, would be possible. . This 
- security .would allow for the .liberation, realization, and. im- -. 
proved condition"of other intellectual and spiritual energies 
at present thwarted by Or subordlnated to -industrialism. .,' ; ;:

There will- be a progressive diminutions, of the total part : 
played by ecohomic production and consumption in the aetivl- 
’ ties and satisfaction of human life, leaving a larger and .
longer share of life free for -the pursuit of those non-economlc
f. ' i f \  ' ' ■' , ; V ■ ■- : VI j
ends which:'are highest in the scale of human values.

iv-: Hobson, Work and Wealth, p. 237.
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GRITICISM OF HOBSON’S APPROACH TO WELFARE

>r©i® A0 Hobson8a treatise of welfare eeonomics contains 
no theory of appraisal, of social classes on the .basis of the. 
social functions' which they perform or should be made to :per= 
form« . The. logical treatment for the - problem which he under- 
■take's wOuM appear to be. a careful comparison of the content 
of.. siebiai;:;w3fÂ © in a society-stratified on pecuniary lines 
such as ours and in the possible alternatives to .such a so
ciety | yet nothing Of this appears in his treatise 0 With the 
exception of an oceasional and inconsequential reference to -:

. property9 It is evident that the'treatise neglects for the 
most part the whole of.the institutional framework of society 
r: He has unwisely emitted the common standards of social ;

justices, the theory of individual libertya the principles of

: . Aa This is the most logical place for a definition of ■ 
W#lfaho oconomlcs a,' ^Welfare eeonomies- is' the branch of -eeo- 
nomie science that attempts to establish-and apply criteria; 
of propriety to economic policieso Welfare indicator is de
fined as follows s Welfare.increases (decreases) whenever 
.one or more individuals become more (less) satisfied without 
any other individuals becoming less (more) satisfied0?t. This 
includes'all persons in the community= Melvin W 0 Reder0 
studies in the Theory of Welfare Economics (Hew York: Golum-

,: ̂ o : -:Iohh''A6 . Hobson; : Work and Wealth (Hew Torkt Peter ' . Smithy i f W );9 Po 230=  ̂ ^  : :
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sontraot^ the right of inheritances and similar conventionso 
Herej'in the eon^entieSg lies the real battlefield between 
opposing industrial interests0 It seems plausible to sur=
, mise g from'Mro Hobson’s .silence on these important issues»
. that he is one pf the: individualists whose theor1es'rest upon 
the assumption^of the immutability of the prevailing institu
tional. systemo - i ■

Therefore $. it is not surprising that under close scrutiny 
his standards of justification at times betray the same indi
vidualistic habits of mindo Tor’ instance$, instead of seeking 
to determine the 'contemporary or future contributions of instl? 
tut ions to:: social welfare s he vindicates or condemns institu-

• tlons and their practices by going back to origihs and apply-. .. . -I  ̂- - - ' 2 : . -v> / -
; ing standards of per sonal ethi os« . When his conception of t T ' .
earned and uhearnedihcomes is examineds a conception based 
upon the individualistic assumption of a direct casual rela
tionship between a personal productive contribution and its 

; pecmiafy reward/; the:'same :haMt is; found 0 .. . ’ ■ ;
Mro. Hamilton, in his article in the Journal of Political 

Economy, finds the following three flaws in Mr<, Hobson®s or= . 
ganic viewpoint o y : v /'

' ■ : lo WoHo Hamilton^ ’’Economic Theory and ’Social Reform9 ? - 
yHobsonrS ;flork and Wealth,t? Journal of Political Economy; .231 
. -; 562-584 {Iune i915) o :-t-V' ■ -’p " " J  .x;y; ’ ’ \

2C Hobsona opo cito , -ppo 19=27o .
; : IbidoV ppo.18^189o.'
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.1o The organic viewpoint does not ailowthe eonsidera
tion of tlie utilities and oosts "ineidental to part iealar
acts of consumption and production to:be eonfined to the psy^
eMeal and physieai eff eets of such acts upon the: individuals
directly- performing them. It demands a. recognition of other •"
/utilities:ahd/cQ can be located'only in the process
US' a iboleo . A simple illustration of this would be-:

■ V i; :-A;; :utilit5r: results from the consumption of 
. wholesome food by the president of a large cor-
V • porationbut this utility camot be appraised ez='
;; clusivelys !or even .primarilys by the gastric sat~

; isfactions experienced by the consumer. Nutritious
i ' , food .id a necessary instrument in rendering, a ' :
:. >_ person'fit for the exercise of a superior quality 
: ; ' of' judgment 9 and this is likely to result in in=>
: : v- numerable utilities to a/large number of: pers-Gns'V: ;V

Likewise' the costs incurred by an inventor in the ‘ 
'''/'''d̂ ark-r̂ ys-'/̂ en h©.'-Is working in a garret lead to . - 

a premature cutting off of his life and a deerease; 
in the number of.devices which otherwise he might 
have fur lied out 0 ̂ .. - ; . ' '
ThuSg the cost of the inventor6s early days of privation

must be cohsldered.. The magnitude of such’ indirect utilities
- and costs may be sufficient to entitle them to be even more
intimately'associated with the. social objective than those
immediately.experienced by the .individuals directly affectedo:
Due to the . method- of the calculus 5 this larger class of in-=.
/direct; utilities and- costs is excluded . Too j the jmgnif udes
of the indiridual feeling/, definitely ascertainable by the f
proeessof the calculusg are not the pure terms which are
sought for thelf quantitative expressioh andv in many eases9

I. Hamiltonj, op. cit0 s pQ 574o



thMr wry existene® a.epeBd upon the rest of the situation 0
• V 2® The organ!e viewpoint demands that the appraisal■of
individuals and ©la'sses should be in a©eordanoe with the so-
oial funotions whloh they perform^ ■

:  ̂ ; ; Olearly utlilties and ©oats ezperien©ed by
the exeoutive:of a: responsible goverhmehti by the 

: ©ommandlng general of an active, army9 or by the
t administrative head of a large enterprise are to
: :: be considered of much greater moment than, those of '

’ - ordinary ©Iflgensg soldiers^ or laborers 0 This is •
; not because speeial favors are due the particular 
. V individuals wh# occupy such positions / but because 
: the welfare of; the group as a whole - demands that /.i
■" ■; ■ v: the 00eupantS ©f such off iees; should be given the; 

means necessary to the successful discharge of !
: ' extremely difficult dutiesol " ' g - : 1/ t /I ’i

To accomplish the,; above j it would require that society
be divided into innumerable numbers of functionaries with

, :, diff erent social ■ ratings 0 The .weighting of the utilities and
.costs/ experienced- .by"the; .individualsand classes in question .
would be the end result of such a scheme of ratings 0 The
calculus is a mere instruraent and 9 consequentlys valueless
for .such a tasko Since it can only ealculate on the basis
of . ratings otherwise: determined #: the actual making of the rat
ihgs.must; be based,.upon a conception of' the social situation ;

- that is deemed desirablê ;-' " ;; ' \ . h' .
.Jo The organic method requires that a careful compari- 

. son be made between future utilities and costs0 The ultimate 
goal of social•reform is the reorganization of society in

1o Hamilton9 op0 ©it09 p0 575=
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; snob. a: manner' that the individuals and olasses will oeeupy - 
in the"general seheme &t things positions• whioh will be most. 
benefleial to all0 Social changes are qualitative and quan= 
titative o v:$he values a£ individuals and classes are changed 
rhecause they are’ now placed in new situations ; this creates 
• enough unlikeness to make the two states incommensurable in 
■ any strictly quantitative sense® Due to the indefiniteness 
of the tersiSg present. and. future 9 it is impossible for the ; 
ealeulms t© determine the : cm si deration that mast be given to 
present and future .interests0 It is impossible to express -  ̂
the values from each in.terms of individual utilities-and di's 
■.'Utilities'̂ ;!. • ■ .'I

. i:/ For these three reasons, Mr0 Hobson cannot use the .or- • 
ganic viewpoint as a means of determining Social: welfare„i

iamiltoni ouo cit0a pp:o 574='576»
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; - T m  m D i a o o m E i :  om j o m  A.: soBgow :

John Atkinson Hobson,> the jaumanitai,ians is to be re= ' • 
spee’feed and admiredo No man ever made a more daring attempt 
■ to eope with the problems arising from everyday economic ae=> ■
tiTities that affect the functioning of human life to the 

f eore'oV.-: ■ V- :: ,..1 _ i;': ;.; ■ V- :■ ■ ; ■. '‘.'i.; : ' ' ..  ̂' .i' h ’
g . r He Vizas. one of; the first modern authors to champion- pub-. ’

li-cly the idea that under -e ons mapt ion was the cause V:bf ' ‘ ' :
business cycles„ His theory"was that oversaving and under-'' 
spending could and did exist, and that they constituted a : /

■ disease; of: the industrial system and a cause of .recurrent 
per iods of depression, and meaploymento His theory is that

■ : In: Modern society the incomes of the wealthy rise more rapid- g 
: - iy than their expenditures, and this naturally leads to ; i
. greater, saving.': If - 'this - saving Is invested in productive en-. : 

x terprisey there results an iherease in the supply of goods and 
an.increase in the -income of the investors. Therefores mar- 

■gkets eventually become glutted with goods that cannot be sold 
at a profit beeause too much of the potential purchasing 
power has been saved. The upswing occurs when prices fall 
'sufficiently to clear the market of. goods. Then saving and 

'. spendingare':onceagain in balance and profitable investment .



slowly, returns» But soon the process begins agains resulting 
, In a mew erlsls = The immediat e cause of* the oris is is over™ 
•saving; fundamentally it is caused by the great.disparities 
of imeoae hetween rloh and poor which malce saving automatic 
for the wealthyo -For this he was labeled as emisoundT? by 
his oontemporaries o For example ̂ Mr0 A0W0 Fluz in The ' 
Economic Journal had the. following to -say: '/ : t '

. : We find much that stimulates to oareftil and.
h- . precise thought in his. book3 vjere. it only that one . : .

is driven to try to follow the process by whichs 
with premises inumny 'respects of the soundests he.

/ . finds himself at variance with the mode: Of- treats -1 --t • ̂
ment and many of the results of sound thinkers.0 o.o o. ' - '

: - In. some respects we have been pleasantly surprised
: to f ind that this book not only did hot repeat. ;;

. some conclusions in previous works of the same
author which we believe to be faulty^ but even set /.pi
forthj in some sort , a refutation of theMt -': . ,

■ W o  3"wM° Keynes8 comment of: W o  Hobson as:" stated in. The :
Iconomi0 Journal is that: , - ■ L r.
■; One comes to a book by Mr0 Hobson with mixed.
.. f eelings g in ■ hope of . st imulating ideas and of h': p;

lo Criticism of this theory is as follows:
"Wosperlty turns to re cession., when the fullpower. 

-..'Of - production, made poasible. in the early part of the,revival9 
is finally' brought Into operatioho Thus s xiot over^saving or ' 
under-consumption but as - over-s.upply of s consumer'sf goods 
'causes thh recessiono o 0 o .■m ; 'rV:;;’ T..i't

. ■ ??Another explanation claims that wages fail to rise
swiftly enough during the boom periods causing excessive pro- ' 
. fitSo A dangerous credit inflation follows which ultimately 
collapses when wages finally.reach their normal relation to ' 
profits 3 and. raise, costs of'product ion»K ’ John' W0 McOonnell 
The Basic Teachings of ..the Great Eoohomists (New York: The •:.

- Sew 'Sme^I^5]Fyp^'943)» pp*r™2EiWa27Go : . ;. ' g t ;
’So Aolfo FluXj, .“Economics of Distribution^" The Economic 

Journal ; 10080. (1900 ) <■
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sQse .fruitful criticisms of orthodoxy from an in=- : V
.dependent and individual standpoints but expectant 

. 1 also of much sophistry, misunderstandings and per= •
verse thoughtosoo This book is a very had one 
made much worse than a really,stupid book could bes 
by ekaetly^those, eharaeteristies-of cleTernesst, . . f ' :.'t>
and interMttent feasohabiehess .which have borne „. : good f r uit in the past 01 ,•= . ■ v̂--v : -
At long last, the economistsof todayare coming to ' ' \

understand that, there is much more in his heterodox notions
than they were previously willing, to believes even though the ■
plain facts' which verified his argument had for some time been ,
staring thea in the faceo Today the eehtral idea of his
original heresy has been adopted ,in,altered form and,with a
shifted emphasis by economists of. unquestionable standing0
Around it centers what is perhaps.the most active and potent
body of frontier thinking0 John Mo Keynes 9. who had previously -

; frowned on-MroHobson;8s work, now gave, him due .recognition , as ■
the re-discoverer of the under=consuffl.ption theory of the
cycleo It was from the book Physiology of Industry written
by lSr0 Hobson .and liTo Mummery that Lord Keynes drew the above
conelusiono In this book Er0: Hobson attacked the prevailing - : 1
doe trine of thrift and saving when he said: : '■ ■ y

:. lo J0Mo Keynes 9 wGold „ . Prides and -Wages ̂  The Economic 
Journals 23:393 (September 1913) = . ; - y  ; 1 , \ - ''1' -

Hi';>G o B ^  Hole„ ĴoAo' H©bsii:9.1858~1948:»ff The Economic 
Journal» $0:351=360 jJune 1940)0 I 1 -

3o ' See in General John M0 Keynes, The General Theory of 
Employment a Interest i and Money (Lend on: Tfecmi Han and̂ CoT,,

::



We are SMs tepuglit to the eonolusion that: 
the basis on which all eoonomic t.eaching since .
Ma m  Smith has stood g viz', that the quantity an<= - 
nmlly produeed is determined by the Aggregates of 

: Hat'ar.al Agents s Capital 9 and Labour available 9 is %
; en^oneouSj and thatj on the aontranys, the quantity 
produced, while■it can never exceed the limits im= .

; ■ posed by these aggregates, may be and.-aGtnaliy;is, • '
v, - reduced far below this maximum by the cheek that :■
; vi undue saving and' the consequent accumulation, of over- .

: supply exerts on production^ i0e0, that in the nor
mal state of medern industrial communities, eon- ■ 
simption limits pf©duetion and not production eon- 
sumptionol v ■' . ’ / ; t ■ .

’ Serious investigation of this former heresy has become . 
unqualifiedly respectable o . It is .true that Mr„ Hobson,8s view 
’differed, especially Inlater formulations, from the present ' 
theories which emphasize under-investment relative to sav- :/
■ ings o He believed that excessive ■investment, relative to 
demand, was socially unprofitable and unprofitable to busi- : 
ness' as’ a whole, and would destroy the value of previously ; 
existing investments in ways that were socially parasitic0 
This f eature, should not be re gected merely because the pres
ent emphasis lies elsewhereo It my'deserve ,a place in a : ' 
baianeed synthesis, as a step in the process.leading to a . 
.failing-off' ininvestment^ : ; '''itvi.;;:;.!;:',/ .:-: : iv t. , ■
- :H@ has. rendered distinguished service to the cause’ of
eeohomics by demanding that,professional economists take 
fresh stock of themselves, forcing them in.greater or less

, l. John Ao Hobson ‘and- A<J<> Mummery,' The Physiblogy of Industfy (londbnt Jo Murray, 1889),. Po vio '' : fVyJ'l
2<> John Mo Hark, Preface, to Social Economics (Hew York; 

Farrar and HinehartInc,, 1936) 3 po 356o



degrees to reconsider the premises upon which they have been
proceeding0 By forcing economists to give attention to sttb<=
jeots generally regarded as being beyond their frontiers $ he
has; raised anew the issue as to what is or should be the
subject ©f, economics and has brought considerable pressure to
bear in f avor of a broad interpretation of .'the oonflues of
this particular sclenee0 He has caused economists to examine
again their techniques and to"re-estimate their usein the
world of todayo The foiiowing lines taken from The physiology
of Industry are an example of the literary pressure exerted
on his contemporaries? 1 \
■ f. That the conclusion should have survived' the .

argument on which" it logically stood (the wage • 
■':;̂::';'vlfun<l..dbctriBe):.-;can;:be: ei:plaiĥ -':'"©a;:n©''dther hy= - ' ' . - 

-. , pothesls; than, ̂  commanding authbr ity of the great ' • ' ■ 
.: / men who asserted, it. Economic eritles have ven- . -
:: tured - to att ack; the ' the ory in {details * but- they v

have.shrunk appalled from touching its main con
clusions . Our purpose is to show that these con- ..:

. elusions are not tenables that;' an undue exercise -
" ;of the habit of saving is possible, and that such

undue exercise.impoverishes the community, thrbws 
laborers out of works drives down wages3 and 
spreads that gloom and prostration through the 
■ cojtoercial world which is known as Depression in.
'.Trade oo oo^ : : : i': i V-'V; - '• ::v I'X;'.

i '■ . By proposing specific solutions to certain fundamental X
questions, using the language of the common- man9 he has done
vastly more than xfehe average economist to interest the mass •
of people in at least some of the" problems with which eeon- X
omists have to deal9: Without doubt. he.Xhas made economics a

1o Hobson and. Mummerya opo cit o9 pp 0 iii-v0



live thing in the minds of. •teotmtless jpeeple who otherwise 
might never have been'aroused0 For this feats if for nothing ; 
elsf ̂ he deserves the plaudits of fellow workers 0 V'f-v-'l-i ■ ... - 

: insisting that the subjeot matter of economies is
human beings .with their.$?trials and tribulations^- he has - 
brought attention to the phase of social science thatat 
-times separates itseif from, considerations of human welfare0 
Hheir welfare is the paramount claim upon the attention of 
■ social scientistso -

He has done much toward reducing the "social reform” 
movement- to a definite theoretical statement 0 . -His larger : /
e oh st rue hive out look has . enabled him to free the movement 
from its cruditiesg its vapid aspirations, and its grosser 
incohsistenoies o His resourcefulness has enabled him to for= 
"mulate9 in part at least g a constructive program and to .sup- 
■pOrt vigorously even proposals which seem to run afoul of 
economic principles0 v w. : . .. - -
. As John Mo Keynes aptly saids John Hobson is a leading ■
iigb-fc vf ;::. ■ "■iV-

■ o o <, in the brave, army. Of hereties 0»o who9 follow-*'
■ z ' ing. their -intuitions^ have, preferred:: to. see the : '
■ ■ truth obscurely and imperfectly rather than to main- ' V 7

- tain -error $, reached . indeed with clearness and con«:. 
sisteucy and by easy logiCs,but'on hypotheses' . , 
inappropriate to the factsb - 1:' - 7. 1,7:'.
Srb Hbbson!,s acquaintance with .economic literature^ , as.

10 - Keynes"G-old, Prices and Wages7"' ppo clt 0 a p, 371» , ;
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evidenced by M s  preTious contributions to it, has* rendered 
bim particularly f it to. f ormulate the protests against, the- 
theory of the schools« - . .r '" -
; - 1- There has been much acceptance of his belief that fa- ■
' tibhai .cohtrol Of. social: probessei:lis:necessary; for the ■ 
betteMent of the general welfare = Today when examining the. 
economic structure: bf many countries.s. it is possible to see ; 
the effect of his ideas» , v .  ,

It ‘is believed by some/ that, the work of. John A c Hobson ; . 
should and can rank among the more important contributions., to 
economic thought during' the present century0 Mr0 Paul Ml • 
Sweenyj in an article from the Nationcalled -him ”ot oOiie of 
; the really original and progressive eeonomists.. .of the last
'half-centuryo-K ̂ -

- ; • 10. ‘BeM» Sweezy? MJ0A6. Hobson.es Heresies,tt Nation;147: 
21© (August;27, 1936jo , ;
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■ OF JOHN R,USKIN. ; ' 1

. • John Bus kin ' (1819=1900) was a wealthy Londoner who used 
his money to aid. people and to further sooial advanoement 0 :

„ OjPigihally he' was an art critic, . but tiring of this he de
voted his energies to witihg essays 0 The main■ theme of .his •
: writings :;was:' that: art must serve socially and morally as ; 
purely esthetie ends c Devoting himself completely now to the 
economic .and social prohleas of his people:9.:he wrote Politic . 
■ cal Economy of: Art (London8 1857) and two brief hooks8 Unto 
this Last and Munera Pulvefis (18608s)o " ' '

He wrote strong, criticism against the elassical econo- 
1 mistss claiming that - they misuse# the concept of eeonomies0 
It was his helief that economics"must move in the direction 
of human; we If are and that the only, wealth is life itself» 
v.;.He treated profit and interest as usury$ claiming that 

the important economic function was'production and. that the 
mere change of goods was entitled to.no reward0

In spite, of the poverty and :degg©dation he saw. in Ing
land ' at that f imehe did not favor Par liamentary: reform c 
Socialists claimed that Buskin. i®.s one of them/but he pro- ' 
f essed to be a Tory o ' Actualljg it would -seem he was a Homan- 
fieisf seeking/Inspiration in the great art and architecture
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of the pisto Haeh of!his thinking m s  shaded toy the influ- 
enoe of ThoMs Garlyle0 • . -  ̂ v-'i . •

John Ruskin toelieved that in an ideal sooietys socialism 
vrould be the salvation of the masses if regulated toy a .
minority of superior minds 0  ̂ ;
V ;' Though his ideas as origlnally presented were received 
with m  and attack,' many of them were accepted
in the following years o- Ezamples of these, acoepted ideas 
would toe emphasis on arts and crafts, university classes for ■ 
workers, and putolic •works for the unemployed» John Hobson- = 
called him the '•greatest social teacher of his age0 -

PhilipCo Newman, The Development of Economic 
(Mew :Torkr Prentice^SalTT^ncTT^PP« 319-320o
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